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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

T

his report provides an overview of the technology, benefits, privacy and ethical risks,
and proposed recommendations for promoting privacy and mitigating risks associated with
brain-computer interfaces (BCIs). BCIs are computer-based systems that directly record, process,
or analyze brain-specific neurodata and translate
these data into outputs that can be used as visualizations or aggregates for interpretation and
reporting purposes and/or as commands to control
external interfaces, influence behaviors, or modulate neural activity. While neurodata can take many
forms, this report discusses “neurodata” as data
generated by the nervous system, which consists
of electrical activity between neurons or proxies of
this activity. Personal neurodata refers to neurodata
that is reasonably linkable to an individual.
BCI devices can be either invasive or non-invasive.
Invasive BCIs are installed directly into—or on top
of—the wearer’s brain through a surgical procedure.
Today, invasive BCIs are typically used in the health
context. Non-invasive BCIs rely on external electrodes and other sensors or equipment connected to
or monitoring the body for collecting and modulating
neural signals. Consumer-facing BCIs use various
non-invasive methods, including headbands.
Some BCI implementations raise few, if any, privacy issues. For example, individuals using BCIs
to control computer cursors might not reveal any
more personal information than typical mouse users, provided BCI systems promptly discard cursor
data. However, some uses of BCI technologies raise
important questions about how laws, policies, and
technical controls can safeguard inferences about
individuals’ brain functions, intentions, moods, or
identity. These questions are increasingly urgent in
light of the many potential applications expanded
use of BCIs in:
› Healthcare – where BCIs could monitor
fatigue, diagnose medical conditions, stimulate
or modulate brain activity, and control
prosthetics and external devices.
› Gaming – where BCIs could augment existing
gaming platforms and offer players new ways
to play using devices that record and interpret
their neural signals.

› Employment and Industry – where BCIs could
monitor workers’ engagement to improve safety
during high-risk tasks, alert workers or supervisors to dangerous situations, modulate workers’
brain activity to improve performance, and
provide tools to more efficiently complete tasks.
› Education – where BCIs could track student
attention, identify students’ unique needs, and
alert teachers and parents of student progress.
› Smart Cities – where BCIs could provide new
avenues of communication for construction
teams and safety workers and enable potential
new methods for connected vehicle control.
› Neuromarketing – where marketers
could incorporate the use of BCIs to intuit
consumers’ moods and to gauge product and
service interest.
› Military – where governments are researching
the potential of BCIs to help rehabilitate
soldiers’ injuries and enhance communication.
This report focuses on the current privacy impacts
of BCIs, as well as the data protection questions
raised by realistic, near-future use of BCIs. While the
potential uses of BCIs are numerous, BCIs cannot
at present or in the near future “read a person’s
complete thoughts,” serve as an accurate lie detector, or pump information directly into the brain. It is
important for stakeholders in this space to delineate
between the current and likely future uses and faroff notions depicted by science fiction creators, so
that we can identify urgent concerns and prioritize
meaningful policy initiatives. We take seriously the
concerns raised by futuristic potential developments
and keep them in mind as we make recommendations, but in this paper we focus on the immediately
pressing need to address issues already faced and
likely to be faced in the upcoming decade.
Although the report primarily focuses on the privacy
concerns—including questions about the transparency, control, security, and accuracy of data—
involving existing and emerging BCI capabilities,
these technologies also raise important technical
considerations and ethical implications, related
to, for example fairness, justice, human rights, and
personal dignity.1 These concerns are equally critical and complex, so this report highlights where
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additional ethical and technical concerns emerge in
various use cases and applications of BCIs. Greater
in-depth discussion of areas beyond privacy warrant additional research and careful consideration,
and we hope to turn to those issues in future efforts.
To promote privacy and responsible use of BCIs,
stakeholders should adopt technical guardrails
including:
› Providing on/off controls when possible—
including hardware switches if practical;
› Providing users with granular controls on devices
and in companion apps for managing the collection, use, and sharing of personal neurodata;
› Providing heightened transparency and control
for BCIs that specifically send signals to the
brain, rather than merely receive neurodata;
› Designing, documenting, and disclosing
clear and accurate descriptions regarding the
accuracy of BCI-derived inferences;

› Facilitating participatory and inclusive
community input prior to and during BCI
system design, development and rollout;
› Creating dynamic technical, policy, and
employee training standards to account for
the gaps in current regulation;
› Promoting an open and inclusive research
ecosystem by encouraging the adoption,
where possible, of open standards for
neurodata and the sharing of research data
under open licenses and with appropriate
safeguards in place. A similar open-skills
approach could also be considered for a
subset of direct-to-consumer BCIs; and
› Evaluating the adequacy of existing policy
frameworks for governing the unique risks of
neurotechnologies and identifying potential
gaps prior to new regulation.

Key Terminology
and Definitions

› Operationalizing industry or research-based
best practices for security and privacy when
storing, sharing, and processing neurodata;
› Employing appropriate privacy enhancing
technologies;

›

Neurodata - Data generated by the
nervous system,2 which consists
of the electrical activities between
neurons or proxies of this activity.

›

Personal Neurodata - Neurodata
that is reasonably linkable to an
individual.

›

Neurotech/Neurotechnology Technology that collects, interprets,
infers or modifies neurodata.

›

Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) Computer-based systems that
directly record, process, or analyze
brain-specific neurodata and
translate these data into outputs
that can be used as visualizations
or aggregates for interpretation
and reporting purposes and/or
as commands to control external
interfaces, influence behaviors, or
modulate neural activity.

› Encrypting personal neurodata in transit and
at rest; and
› Embracing appropriate protective and defensive
security measures to combat bad actors.
Stakeholders should also adopt policy safeguards
including:
› Ensuring that BCI-derived inferences are not
allowed for uses to influence decisions about
individuals that have legal effects, livelihood
effects, or similar significant impacts—e.g.
assessing the truthfulness of statements
in legal proceedings, inferring thoughts,
emotions or psychological state, or personality
attributes as part of hiring or school
admissions decisions, or assessing individuals’
eligibility for legal benefits;
› Employing sufficient transparency, notice,
terms of use, and consent frameworks to
empower users with a baseline of BCI literacy
around the collection, use, sharing, and
retention of their neurodata;
› Engaging IRBs and other independent review
mechanisms to identify and mitigate risks;
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INTRODUCTION

B

rain-computer interfaces (BCIs) are a prime
example of an emerging technology that is
advancing new areas of human-machine interaction. Today, BCIs are primarily used in the healthcare context for purposes including: rehabilitation,
diagnosis, symptom management, and accessibility.
While BCI technologies are not yet widely adopted
in the consumer space, there is a recent interest
and proliferation of new direct-to-consumer neurotechnologies. The emergence of such technologies
across various sectors poses numerous benefits
and raises significant questions about user privacy.

neural signals.5 According to a recent report, consumers list privacy and security as major concerns
regarding neural interfaces, second only to product
safety.6 Sometimes, BCIs must always be on in order
to function properly—particularly in the health and
medical context. Always-on tech can collect more
information than users expect, particularly when
individuals are not provided sufficiently clear and
detailed notice prior to consent. This report explores
how BCIs fit into the broader scheme of next-generation interfaces, and suggests safeguards to
mitigate potential privacy and security risks.

When connected to the Internet,3 BCIs can be classified as a type of wearable or implanted instrument
within the Internet of Bodies, a network of devices
connected to, and generating information from, the
human body.4 Such communication has long been
supported by various interfaces, from the keyboard
and mouse to touchscreens, voice commands, and
gesture interactions. As computers become more
integrated into daily human experience, new ways
of commanding computer systems and experiencing digital realities have gained in popularity, with
novel uses ranging from gaming to education.

Because of the emerging-nature of BCIs, it is important to consider both current and future-facing
privacy and ethical risks based on technical capabilities, use cases, and the current understanding of
neurodata. Along with identifying what neurodata
and personal neurodata are collected by BCIs and
what conclusions or inferences are drawn based on
this data, it is equally important to specify what BCIs
cannot achieve, especially given the current hype
cycle surrounding technologies that can easily
veer into unrealistic, sci-fi territory. At the moment,
BCIs cannot read an individual’s precise thoughts,
accurately determine whether someone is telling
the truth or lying, or directly pump knowledge or
skills into an individual’s brain or make someone
“smarter.” While these capabilities could exist in
the future and warrant discussion and debate, they
are far attenuated from current realities. This report
appreciates the importance of such discussions,
but seeks to focus on the current—and likely, nearterm—capabilities of BCIs discussed in this report.7

While BCIs offer benefits from improving patient
health outcomes to providing more immersive and
customizable education, training, and entertainment, the technologies raise many of the same risks
posed by digital home assistants, medical devices,
and wearables. New and heightened risks associated with privacy of thought also emerge, resulting
from recording, using, and sharing of a variety of
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Part I: BCIs are Devices that Can Both Record and Modulate an Individual’s
Brain Signals Through the Collection and Processing of Neurodata
A. BCIs are Computer-Based Systems
that Record, Modulate—or Both Record
and Modulate—Electrical Brain Signals,
Which Can Be Translated Into Outputs

B. BCIs Can be Invasive or Non-Invasive
and Employ a Number of Techniques for
Collecting Neurodata and Modulating
Neural Signals

BCIs are computer-based systems that directly record, process, or analyze brain-specific neurodata
and translate these data into outputs that can be
used as visualizations or aggregates for interpretation and reporting purposes and/or as commands
to control external interfaces, influence behaviors,
or modulate neural activity. BCIs can be broadly
divided into three categories: 1) those that record
brain activity; 2) those that modulate brain activity;
and 3) those that do both, also called bi-directional
BCIs (BBCIs).8 BCIs that record brain activity are
more commonly used in the healthcare, gaming,
and military contexts. Modulating BCIs are typically
found in the healthcare context. For example, modulating BCIs are used to treat Parkinson’s disease
and other movement disorders by using deep
brain stimulation to treat the rigidity, slowness, and
resting tremors common in Parkinson’s patients.9
While BCIs technically refer to devices that directly
record or modulate the brain, other related neurotechnologies indirectly record and modulate.
One of the most successful examples of indirect
stimulation is cochlear implants, which help restore hearing and suppress tinnitus by modifying
the information that is provided to a compromised
auditory system.10 BBCIs, which both record and
modulate, can be an especially useful rehabilitation tool for spinal injuries or strokes.11

BCIs can be invasive or non-invasive.12 Invasive
BCIs are installed directly into—or on top of—the
wearer’s brain through a surgical procedure. Today, invasive BCIs are used in the health context.
For example, invasive clinical BCI implants have
been used to improve patients’ motor skills.13 Invasive BCI implants can involve a number of different
types of implants. An electrode array called a Utah
array is installed into the brain and relies on a series of small metal spikes set within a small square
implant to collect or modulate brain signals. New
innovations like neural lace and neural dust are
meant to drape over or be inserted into multiple
areas within the brain.14

Utah array. Image courtesy Wikipedia.
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Other prominent examples of invasive BCIs rely on
electrocorticography (ECoG), in which electrodes
are attached to the exposed surface of the brain to
measure electrical activity of the cerebral cortex.
ECoG is most widely used for helping medical
providers locate the area that is the center of epileptic seizures. This detection helps facilitate more
targeted medical treatment but does not constitute
medical treatment itself.15
In April 2021, Neuralink—Elon Musk’s startup centered around creating a minimally invasive BCI—
released a video of a macaque monkey playing
a videogame using an invasive BCI.16 Explaining
Neuralink’s invasive BCI prototype, “in a lot of
ways,” Musk said, “it’s kind of like a Fitbit in your
skull, with tiny wires.”17 While the Neuralink device is still in the prototype stage, the technology
points to a possible future where invasive BCIs are
used for commercial purposes, such as gaming,
entertainment, education, and wellness. Today it
seems unlikely that consumers would be willing
to surgically implant a device into their brain for
commercial enjoyment, cognitive monitoring, education, and other direct-to-consumer uses, but only
time will tell whether invasive BCIs for commercial
purposes will eventually become mainstream.
Unlike invasive BCIs, non-invasive BCIs do not require
surgery. Instead, non-invasive uses of BCI-technology rely on external electrodes and other sensors for
collecting and modulating neural signals.

One of the most prominent examples of a non-invasive BCI technology is an electroencephalogram
(EEG)—a method for recording electrical activity in
the brain, with electrodes placed on the surface of
the scalp to measure the activity of neurons in the
brain.18 EEG-based BCIs are common in the gaming space in which collected brain signals are used
to control in-game characters and select in-game
items. Another noteworthy non-invasive method is near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), which
measures proxies of brain activity via changes in
blood flow to certain regions, specifically changes
in oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin
concentrations using near-infrared light.19 fNIRS is
especially prominent in wellness and medical BCIs,
such as those used to control prosthetic limbs.20
Other non-invasive techniques go beyond simply recording neurodata by also modulating the
brain, which is one reason the term “non-invasive” is fairly contentious, with researchers and
scientists finding the line between invasive and
non-invasive uses of BCIs difficult to draw. For
example, can a device that modulates a brain in
a closed-loop fashion—meaning that neurodata
recorded by the BCI serves as an input in how
the BCI stimulates the user’s neural signals—ever
truly be non-invasive? What about a device that
is not implanted surgically, but still carries the
potential for stimulation? For instance, transcranial
direct current stimulation (tDCS)21 and transcranial
magnetic stimulation (TMS)22 are both used to
modulate neuroactivity in various areas, including
the frontal lobes. Researchers have proposed that
these forms of stimulation may increase memory,
and learning abilities; however, such claims are
still under review.23 Non-invasive neurotechnologies should not be equated to non-harmful technologies—just because a device is not directly
implanted to sit on or within the human brain does
not mean that device does not pose unique health
and other privacy and data use risks.24

An example of a non-invasive EEG-fitted BCI device.
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BCIs are generally characterized by four components: 25
›

Signal Acquisition and Digitization: involves sensors (e.g. EEG, fMRI, etc.) measuring neural
signals. The device amplifies signals to levels that enable processing and sometimes filters
collected signals to remove unwanted data elements, such as noise and artifacts. These
signals are digitized and transferred to a computer.

›

Feature Extraction: As part of signal processing, applicable signals are separated from
extraneous data elements, including artifacts and other undesirable elements.

›

Feature Translation: Signals are transformed into usable outputs.

›

Device Output: Translated signals can be used as visualizations for research or care, or they
can be used as directed instructions, including feedforward commands utilized to operate
external BCI components (e.g. external software or hardware like a robotic arm) or feedback
commands which may provide afferent (conducted inward) information to the user or may
directly modulate on-going neural signals.

An example of these components can be found in the following figure.

Brain
Signals

Signal Acquisition

Digitized

Signal Processing
Feature
Extraction

EEG
ECoG

Translation
Algorithm

Single Unit

Control
Signals

Device
Command

Feedback

While the focus of this report is technologies that
record or influence neurodata from the brain,
neurodata is also found throughout the nervous
system (including from the spinal cord and peripheral nervous system) and thus similar but non-BCI
neurotechnologies are being developed that
capitalize on these downstream signals. Other
invasive and non-invasive techniques include
indirectly collecting neurosignals sent from the
brain with sensors placed on other parts of the

human body. For instance, an electromyography
(EMG) sensor is a neurotechnology that can be
worn non-invasively as a wristband26 or inserted
into the human body to indirectly record motor
neurons and their electrical activity in muscles.27
Today this method is typically used to diagnose
neuromuscular abnormalities, but future use cases point to using EMG for detecting an individual’s
intent to move fingers and other appendages for
operating virtual keyboards and other devices.28
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A Timeline of Interfaces 29
First Human EEG Recorded

1924

1952

First Virtual Reality Headset

1968

1969

The Term “Brain-Computer
Interface” is Coined

Paralysis Patients Control
Robotic Arms Using BCI

2016

2018

Signals from an Invasive BCI
are Accurately Decoded Into
Text with an Error Rate as
Low as 3% When Tested On
Vocabularies Up to 300 Words

First Invasive BCI That 		
Produces High-Quality Signals

2005

2012

First BCI to Restore Sensation to
a Paralyzed Person

First Computer Mouse is
Commercially Available

1982

1998

First Person to Control an
Artificial Hand Using BCI

First Successful
Cochlear Implant

1973

1973

First Multi-Touch Touchscreen

First Voice Interface

BCI Provides Rudimentary
Vision to a Low-Vision Patient

2019

2021

A Paralyzed Man Uses a BCI
to Type with His Thoughts
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C. Recorded Neurodata Becomes Personal
Neurodata When It is Reasonably
Linkable to an Individual
Neurodata is data generated by the nervous
system, which consists of the electrical activities
between neurons or proxies of this activity. These
neurons help carry out tasks, such as comprehension, movement, and communication. Neurodata
can be both directly collected from the brain, or
indirectly collected from an individual’s spinal cord,
muscles, or peripheral nerve in the form of a downstream signal from brain activity or a preparatory
signal prior to brain activity.
At times, neurodata can be personally identifiable
when reasonably linkable to an individual or when
combined with other identifying data associated
with an individual, such as when part of a user
profile. Personal neurodata is neurodata that could
be reasonably linkable to a particular individual.30
The collection and processing of personal neurodata can produce information related to an individual’s biology and cognitive state. Additionally,
the processing of personal neurodata can lead to
inferences about an individual’s moods, intentions,
and various physiological characteristics, such as
arousal. Machine learning (ML) sometimes plays a
role as a tool for helping determine if a neurodata
pattern matches a general identifier or particular
class or physiological state.

Although identifying individuals based solely on
their collected personal neurodata is likely a difficult
proposition, such identification has been shown to
be possible with relatively little data (less than 30
seconds-worth) within a lab setting,31 and some experts believe that such identification is feasible if not
today, then in the near-term.32 This possibility has
implications for definitions pertaining to biometric
data, as well as its permitted use. Personal neurodata can vary in levels of sensitivity, as certain personal
neurodata can reveal seemingly innocuous data
leading to few, if any, inferences about an individual;
health information associated with an individual; or
provide insight into an individual’s private feelings
or intentions. For example, a BCI might reveal what
object a gamer intends to select in a video game,33
which may or may not be innocuous; infer that a
truck driver is becoming less alert while driving,34
which could reveal an individual’s sleeping habits;
or it could reveal whether a patient is depressed,
information pertaining to their health.35
In the future, BCIs could progress into new arenas,
recording increasingly sensitive personal neurodata, leading to intimate inferences about individuals.
Those arenas include transcribing a wide-range of
a wearer’s thoughts into text, serving as an accurate lie detector, and even implanting information
directly into the brain. These uses are still in the
early research phases and could be decades from
fruition, or perhaps never emerge.36
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D. B
 oth Invasive and Non-invasive BCIs
Pose Technical Challenges for Effectively
Recording Neurodata and Modulating
Neural Signals
Regardless of the technique used, recording and
processing brain signals to derive usable neurodata is a technologically challenging process.
Wired BCIs—typically associated with the clinical
and medical context—include complex wiring that
involves a prolonged preparation time before use,
while wires limit user movements.37
Wireless BCIs avoid some of the hardware challenges of wired BCIs, but present new challenges
associated with battery life—especially in the case
of health-related BCIs that are intended to be on
and active for extended sessions—and device
weight, comfort, and practicality.38 Other hardware challenges include the need for commercial
non-invasive headsets to record small neural signals through a physical barrier of hair, skin, flesh,
and bone, all of which can interfere with the signals
and add noise to the data. Meanwhile, invasive
BCIs require expensive, high-risk surgery.39
Once signals are collected, the device must
process and separate actionable nerve impulses
from those that are created by passive activities,

including artifacts derived from the wearer’s muscle movements, eye blinking, and electrical activity
from the heart. Sometimes this extra data is used
in conjunction with BCIs for various purposes, but
these artifacts often have to be removed for neurodata to be usable. Most neurodata derived via
BCIs is noisy (especially in the case of non-invasive
applications) and creating computer systems that
can classify and remove noise is a complex and
cumbersome undertaking.
After actionable signals are gathered and sorted,
ML40 algorithmic models can be applied for classifying neurodata. This typically involves a calibration and training process in which a user performs
a number of operations so that the algorithm can
understand the user’s unique neural data that
represent their patterns when performing various
actions. Using ML systems presents its own set
of preliminary challenges such as: whether these
ML systems can classify data better than chance,
whether a particular system is appropriate to
achieve a desired outcome, or whether the system
does in fact accurately conform to a user’s neural
signature, in addition to any ethical and legal risks.
This process of identifying and processing an accurate and meaningful neural signature is something
that researchers are still attempting to master.
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Part II: BCIs Provide Benefits and Present Risks in a Number of
Sectors Including Health, Gaming, Employment, Education, Smart
Cities, Neuromarketing, and the Military

T

his section surveys BCI adoption across seven key sectors: health and wellness; gaming;
education; employment; smart cities; neuromarketing; and the military. These sectors represent areas where consumer BCI technologies are
quickly evolving, and where unique privacy concerns are most salient.41 However, if the past is prologue, individuals and societies will find new and
unexpected uses of technologies as they evolve
and adapt inside and outside of these sectors.
Each sectoral use of BCI technologies examined
below is accompanied by specific benefits and
risks and an analysis of some of the existing laws,
policies, and best practices currently in place that
might safeguard neurodata within a particular
sector. It is worth noting; however, that many of the
benefits, risks, and challenges discussed overlap
across a variety of uses and sectors outside BCIs
and neurotechnologies, such as genetics, biometrics, and AI. While neurodata and BCIs may not be
explicitly mentioned in current law, existing regulations may still be held to apply, even if policymakers
did not contemplate the novel privacy issues associated with neurotechnologies. Conversely, new
law may be motivated by the failure of existing law
to contemplate novel privacy issues, such as the
Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act (GINA)
arising out of a sense that contemporaneous

health law—such as HIPAA—did not sufficiently
contemplate or protect against issues prompted
by genomic technologies.42 Similar regulations
have since been created at state and local levels
in response to increasing usage of biometric data
and associated risks.43
Regulators might recognize a similar need in connection with neurodata, leading to new laws and
standards. But in the absence of amended and
new regulations, developers must consider current
regulations, standards, and frameworks that might
apply to this evolving field or serve as a foundation
for future regulation, guidance, or decision-making
around BCIs. Neurotechnology-specific frameworks include: the OECD Recommendation on
Responsible Innovation in Neurotechnology44 and
the FDA’s recent guidance on BCIs for Patients
with Paralysis or Amputation.45 Legal frameworks
of note include constitutional and fundamental
rights protection of the right to respect for private
life and confidentiality in some jurisdictions around
the world,46 the protection of personality rights in
Civil Codes in jurisdictions as varied as Germany,
Quebec and, most recently, China,47 the EU’s draft
legal framework on AI,48 as well as comprehensive
data protection laws, such as the California Privacy
Rights Act (CPRA),49 the European General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR),50 to name a few.
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Although these legal frameworks do not pertain to
neurotechnology specifically, given BCI’s integration with AI and neurodata’s overlap with biometric
data conceptualization, some of this guidance may
be relevant or transferable in the future.
Additionally, there are numerous international
brain initiatives that are working together to not
only better understand the ethical issues and risks
associated with BCI technologies and other neuroscience applications, but also publish general
guidance, best practices, and key research questions regarding these topics.51

A. Health BCIs Diagnose Medical
Conditions, Modulate Brain Activity for
Cognitive Disorder Management, and
Promote Accessibility
Today, health BCIs can improve health diagnosis,
rehabilitation, and accessibility. Current breakthroughs in diagnosis include quantifying fatigue,
identifying depression, and measuring stress.52 Diagnostic BCIs can also be especially helpful when
patient responses are unavailable, such as when
patients experience disorders of consciousness,
including locked-in syndrome, whereby individuals
are fully conscious but unable to move, speak, or
explain how they are feeling.53 Current research
efforts focus on BCIs that diagnose condition progression, such as glaucoma.54
While diagnosis typically involves recording brain
activity, health BCIs are also used to modulate patients’ brains and nervous systems. Brain modulation is used in numerous ways, including stimulation
for modulating and disrupting seizures for epilepsy
patients.55 Recent advances in health BCI modulation include a vision restoration study to bypass the
eye and the optic nerve to feed images directly to
the brain–resulting in low-resolution vision.56
Other than diagnosis and stimulation, BCIs can provide increased accessibility. A new generation of
prosthetic limbs rely on BCIs. These neuroprosthetics, or artificial limbs, move in response to thought
stimuli, including the creation of BCI-powered
automatic wheelchairs.57 A non-invasive mind-controlled wheelchair, developed by researchers at
Switzerland’s Federal Institute of Lausanne, can
follow simple directions derived from a BCI and
can assess the area around the wheelchair to navigate its surroundings safely.58 Users of neurotech
wheelchairs think of moving their left or right arm

to direct their wheelchair in their chosen direction.
Recent advancements involve users not needing
to think of specific words like “table” in order to
direct their chair to a nearby object; instead, they
can think of associated activities like eating.59 Another noteworthy example occurred in 2019 when
scientists implanted a BCI into the brain of a patient
who was left with minimal movement of his arms
and hands after a surfing accident.60 The invasive
electrodes allowed the patient to control both
left and right robot appendages to perform daily
tasks, such as eating.61 Similarly, BCIs act as tools
for providing haptic feedback or haptic sensory
replacement within prosthetics and exoskeletons
for purposes of patient rehabilitation, regaining
sensation, and an increased ability for patients to
perform previously inaccessible tasks.62
There are also efforts to connect BCIs with smart
devices and IoT (internet of things), which could aid
individuals with neurological disorders or motor
impairments in doing activities of daily living or
interacting with various appliances and devices,
enabling improved or sustained quality of life
through increased accessibility within their home
environment.63
As mentioned previously, BCIs are also starting
to emerge in the commercial wellness space as
a method personal tracking and improving cognitive abilities (such as attention or meditation) and
mental and physical health (such as sleep quality
or fatigue). This is a developing space with open
questions about the efficacy of BCIs as wellness
devices still up for debate.64 Many of these wellness BCIs overlap with the gaming and toy space.
The NeuroSky Mindwave Mobile 2: Brainwave
Starter Kit provides the user with information about
their brain’s electrical impulses when relaxing and
when listening to music.65 The product includes an
EEG-fitted headband and connects to companion
apps via Bluetooth.66 The device also provides
training games purported to help improve meditation, attention, and enhance the user’s learning effectiveness.67 Further, the device includes tools for
players to create their own brain-training games.68
1. Health BCI Risks Include: Security Breaches,
Infringement on Mental Privacy, and
Accuracy Concerns
Security breaches represent some of the most
prominent risks in the health and wellness BCI
space. Some of these security risks are presaged
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by earlier breaches of medical implantable devices. In 2017, half a million pacemakers69 were recalled because they were vulnerable to hacking.70
Just as pacemakers could be breached, BCIs are
vulnerable to cyber risks, including breaches,71
resulting in potentially severe physical harm to
the patient. In such cases, BCIs run the risk of encountering interference—whether by bad actors
or error—that might result in failed communication
around high-stakes medical decisions. Recently, researchers showed that hackers, through
imperceptible noise variations of an EEG signal,
could force BCIs to spell out certain words that do
not align with what the wearer is thinking.72 The
consequence of this security vulnerability could
range from user frustration to severe misdiagnosis. Moreover, breaches of BCIs raise physical
concerns around the sanctity of sensitive health
information that could be captured in a hack.
An equally important risk among health-related
BCIs includes sufficient and verifiable accuracy for
the recording and interpreting of brain signals. High
reliability of medical BCIs is especially important because inaccurate interpretation or modulation of a
patient’s brain could result in serious consequences, or even death. Patients relying on modulating
BCIs to help mitigate cognitive disorders, such as
epilepsy, could suffer grave health consequences
should the BCI fail to work as intended. Additionally, patients experiencing locked-in syndrome—
who might be minimally conscious—require BCIs
to accurately convey a patient’s wishes; concerns
are particularly acute when patients rely on BCIs
to communicate crucial information, such as their
choices regarding treatment or even end of life
decisions.73 Accuracy is also crucial in the accessibility context, as prosthetic limbs, wheelchairs, and
other devices controlled via BCIs must operate
correctly and safely according to users’ intentions.
Privacy risks regarding BCI accessibility devices
come from the inferences drawn from conscious
or unconscious intentions of an individual. The
capacity of neural networks that underpin many
of these devices to associate certain thoughts
with directives means that subconscious or causally-connected intentions may be defined and interpreted by BCIs on a wider scale, leading to new
mental privacy risks. For example, a BCI controlled
wheelchair and its underlying neural network might
not only deduce that the user is thinking about
food, therefore directing the chair to move toward

the table, but also draw other conclusions about
the individual’s biology and preferences, such as
whether or not an individual is hungry or thirsty
and at what times. These additional inferences
capture new information about an individual’s
thoughts, intentions, or interests, many of which
are related to an individual’s specific biology and
unique preferences.
Privacy risks are magnified when these new
inferences are combined with other personal
information about an individual to make decisions
that impact their lives and could interfere with the
autonomy afforded to individuals through the use
of these accessibility BCIs. Organizations collecting and processing these brain signals, leading
to granular inferences tied to an individual, could
have incentive to repurpose this data for advertising or other non-medical purposes, exposing
potentially sensitive biological information to third
parties while running counter to individual notions
of privacy. Additionally, the sharing of patient data
associated with BCI use could potentially disclose
an individual’s previously unknown medical condition to employers, private companies, public
entities, or governments.
2. Some Health BCIs are Subject to Common
Rule Requirements, FCC Oversight, or
International Frameworks
Some of the advancements in health BCIs involve
human subject research, which in certain cases is
governed by a complex regulatory framework. U.S.
researchers whose projects are federally funded
are typically required to obtain subjects’ informed
consent for data collection based on approval from
a Common Rule-based Institutional Review Board
(IRB) prior to undertaking studies.74 In other instances, such as some research involving open fMRI or
other open neurodata, studies might not require
IRB approval when the data in question involves
secondary data use of de-identified samples.
In addition, wireless IoT BCI devices are likely
subject to Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) oversight because of their designation as
connected wearables.75 However, given the lack
of regulations around consumer wellness technologies, devices marketed outside of the physician
regulated context—such as brain training games
and meditation-aiding devices like Muse76—may
lack strict oversight. For example, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)
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regulates covered entities—such as physicians
and health insurers—that collect, use, process,
and share health information, but does not usually
apply to wellness device companies.

B. G
 aming BCIs Often Augment Existing
Platforms and Controls and Offer
Players New Ways to Play Through
Recording Neurodata

In Europe, the GDPR is the applicable framework
to any processing of personal data for the purposes of scientific research, including where the
research relies on special categories of personal
data, such as data related to health and biometric
data processed for identification. There are several lawful grounds for processing under Article
6(1) that would allow the necessary processing
of personal data for BCI research, as well as several permissions under Article 9(2) for the use of
sensitive personal data. In some situations, this
could allow data controllers to conduct this type
of research even without individual consent for the
processing of the data,77 specifically when sensitive data is necessary for public health purposes
or for research in the public interest;78 however,
there are many complexities surrounding this sort
of processing, with the European Data Protection
Board (EDPB) expected to adopt Guidelines on
processing of personal data for scientific research
purposes in the following months. Given the complexities surrounding human subject research and
privacy, health researchers and other stakeholders
seeking to develop or adopt BCIs, will need to
understand and verify how the product fits into the
shifting regulatory landscape.

Gaming is one of the most prominent consumer
applications of BCI technology. In turn, advances
in gaming may serve as a dry run for innovations
in other sectors with a more immediate impact on
human wellbeing.

The EU’s recent proposed draft AI regulation79
covers all AI systems, including those relying on
biometric data—and is likely to be relevant for future regulation of personal neurodata, significantly
altering the regulatory landscape around BCIs and
neurotech. It specifically focuses on AI systems
that pose high risks to the “health, safety and fundamental rights” of individuals. BCIs that might be
considered “high risk” AI systems under the proposed regulation, could trigger requirements prior
to entering the market such as going through a
conformity assessment, adoption of adequate risk
assessment, security guarantees, and adequate
notice to the user, among others.80 If considered
a “low risk” system, organizations would have to
fulfil transparency requirements.81 The full scope
and impact of the EU’s AI regulation on the development and use of BCIs remains subject to the
ongoing legislative process.

Today, most BCI gaming experiences involve
outfitting existing devices and platforms with neurotechnology. Gaming and entertainment-focused
BCIs were originally created for people with motor
disabilities—and still offer accessible experiences
for that community today—but are now increasingly targeted to the broader population.82 The most
common integration of BCI technology in gaming
involves the player wearing an external device—
often a headband, cap, or plastic arm touching
the player’s forehead—fitted with a non-invasive
neurotechnology, such as EEG. These devices
attempt to record the player’s electrical impulses,
collecting and interpreting the player’s brain signals during play.

An example of an EEG recording.83

One of the earliest examples of EEGs in gaming is
NeuroSky’s 2007 game The Adventures of NeuroBoy.84 With the use of a Bluetooth and EEG-fitted
headset, called MindSet, the game claims to measure the player’s concentration and stress during
play and provide this information to the player.
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Through concentration of thought, the player is
able to move objects in the game, but NeuroBoy
still relies on mouse and keyboard commands for
much of the gameplay.85
Since the advent of games like The Adventures of
NeuroBoy, BCIs in gaming have evolved to where
recording neural signals is now a primary driver for
gameplay, rather than working in tandem with traditional controls. However, the immersive experiences offered by most of the current applications of
BCI gaming remain limited. Generally, players can
only complete a discrete set of actions with their
thought patterns. Star Wars Force Trainer II comes
with a non-invasive EEG wearable, and the game
claims that players can use their thoughts, or “the
force,” to control a levitating holographic image of
an x-wing.86 EEG wearable games like Star Wars
Force Trainer II cannot accurately detect when the
player is thinking about specific directions such
as “up” or “down” but rather assigns these movements to an arbitrary set of brain signal patterns,
which inform the player’s neural signature.
Games involving BCIs are not limited to single-player experiences, but have applications pointing to
a future of multiplayer and social games. Cornell
University researchers developed BrainNet, the
first multi-person non-invasive brain-to-brain interface (BBI).87 In BrainNet, three participants, outfitted with external EEG and TMS caps, play a game
similar to Tetris.88 Two of the players can see the
entire game screen, while the third can only see the
block at the top of the screen. The two players who
can see the entire screen “send” neurodata to the
third player about how they should rotate the block
to complete a row. The third player “receives” the
neurodata and then sends a command via nerve
impulse to the game, indicating whether or not to
rotate the block. While not yet widely available,
this type of collaborative gameplay increases the
potential for a more interactive BCI gaming experience. Moreover, BBI interfaces could unlock a new
method for completing collaborative tasks and
communicating outside the realm of gaming.
Other innovations in BCI gaming involve augmenting platforms with BCI technology. This form of augmentation is most common today in the extended
reality (XR) gaming space. Extended reality is the
umbrella term used to describe augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), and mixed reality (MR)
technology.89 Today, when BCIs are integrated into
XR technology, it is typically through the use of a

headset called a head-mounted display (HMD). In
the BCI context, HMDs are fitted with electrodes
which non-invasively collect neurodata needed for
gameplay without the use of cumbersome technology or dozens of EEG electrodes.90 Companies like
Neurable are developing their own HMDs outfitted
with EEG electrodes and software compatible with
other HMDs outfitted with the EEG electrodes.91 In
Neurable’s first demo, Awakening, the player assumes the role of a psychokinetically-gifted child
who must escape from a government prison.92
Through recording the player’s electrical brain
impulses, the BCI HMD lets the player choose between a host of objects to escape from prison and
advance through the game.93
The future of BCI gaming may provide fully-immersive experiences where the player can initiate a
diverse set of in-game actions with their conscious
thoughts. Here, the player’s neurodata would be
collected and combined with other biometric or
physiological information derived from their gestures,94 eye movements,95 facial expressions,96
breathing,97 and heartbeat.98 OpenBCI99 is currently developing Galea, a software and hardware
platform that uses existing HMDs, most notably the
Valve Index. The device collects neurodata along
with data from the wearer’s heart, skin, muscles, and
eyes through a number of sensors with the initial
goal of providing developers the tools to explore
further integrating this data into future projects.100
Other future advances in BCI gaming will prioritize
social interaction with other players. Immersive
games will continuously record and process neurodata and other physiological data to respond and
adjust in real time—or after the fact during a later
experience—to a player’s expressed mood and skill
level.101 Some game developers predict that immersive gaming BCIs will be able to modulate players’
brains to alter moods during gameplay as well as
providing “better than real visuals” in games.102
1. G
 aming BCI Risks Include the Involuntary
Collection of Neurodata, Which Could Lead
to Granular User Profiles that Result in
Decisions Potentially Impacting and Limiting
the User Experience
Key privacy risks associated with BCI gaming are
less about user identifiability, but rather manifest
from the inferences about a user’s psychology and
preferences and how organizations might make
decisions based on these inferences. These risks
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are especially prevalent when augmenting existing
gaming platforms, particularly VR, with BCI and
neurotechnology sensors. In VR, data is collected
about the immersive digital world in which a user
is interacting. When combining a user’s real-time
neurodata with the content a user is currently experiencing in VR, a profile can be built about an
individual in which inferences can be drawn about
a user’s responses to the virtual content they are
being served.
Brittan Heller has coined the term “biometric psychography,” which describes the notion of combining collected biometric or biological data with
information about the virtual stimuli encountered
by the user to produce inferences about the user’s
psychology.103 For instance, changes in recorded
neurodata throughout a user’s play session could
lead to conclusions about whether particular
content excites, arouses, induces fear, or psychologically impacts a user. Further, when neurodata
can be combined with other biological data which
produces inferences about a user’s psychology,
including changes in pupil size, timing and direction of eye gaze, changes in skin temperature,
and changes in heartbeat, increasingly detailed
profiles reflecting a user’s psychological response
to content can be inferred.
Unlike other biological indicators, neurodata could
provide potentially heightened sensitive details
about an individual’s psychology collected directly
from the brain in real time to gain insight into a
user’s intent or neurological reactions. In turn, AI
and machine learning models can be trained on a
user’s brain signals—in combination with other biological changes in response to content—allowing
organizations to associate user-specific changes in
neural signals to certain physiological states, such
as arousal. Moreover, changes in brain signals
might be even more involuntary than something
like eye gaze, which a user has the option of controlling, unlike their electrical neurosignals.
Risks are magnified when decisions that impact
the user are influenced by company or third-party
deduced neurodata inferences. Decisions could
include: which content to serve to a user, which
ads a user might view during BCI gaming, and other activities across the Internet based on a user’s
involuntary brain signal responses. Beyond ads,
there are genuine concerns that one’s neurodata
could be used to expose vulnerabilities that could
be exploited by nefarious actors who purposefully

target digital spaces that cater to children (e.g.,
human trafficking).104
Today, content recommendations are seen across
gaming, streaming, and other online services.
Currently, the service of content is based on a
voluntary action by the user, such as listening to
a particular song or viewing a particular video,
visiting a certain website, or “liking” a post on
social media. In the case of BCI gaming, content
may one day be served based on involuntary
neurological responses of the user. Therefore, the
types of content—including ads—served to users
can be determined not only by their voluntary entertainment consumption, but further determined
by involuntary inferences resulting in increasingly
granular profiles about individuals. Additionally,
content served to users based on increasingly
granular profiles including their brain signals could
be shared with third parties for advertising or other
purposes, further tailoring the experience users
have across the Internet—sometimes without user
knowledge or consideration of user wishes.
Another concern about inferences resulting from
the collection of neurodata is whether or not these
inferences are accurate, especially given the nascent and limited utility of non-invasive BCIs today.
When the inferences about a user’s psychology
are especially accurate, providers run the risk of
serving content so reflective of a user’s interests
that it could promote severely addictive gameplay
or desensitization to various forms of entertainment or interaction, and other potentially unhealthy
habits. When these inferences are inaccurate, providers run the risk of turning off certain users from
enjoying content and serving them content and
ads that do not comport with, or at times offend,
their interests. Whether these inferences are accurate or not, increasingly granular profiles dictating
which content to serve, or not serve, a user could
result in enhancing the division and filter bubbles
found online today. Moreover, if these inaccurate
inferences are sold to third parties for non-advertising or non-gaming purposes, there could be opportunities for impermissible discrimination across
a wide variety of other domains.
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2. Some BCI Gaming Applications are Regulated
by Children’s Privacy Regulations or General
Biometrics Laws
A regulation that could uniquely impact BCI gaming
in the United States is the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA). Many games, including
some of the games described above, are directed
to children under the age of 13 and as such the
personal information collected is covered by the
Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA).105
COPPA applies to “operators’’ of online services
directed to children under 13 or those who have
actual knowledge that they are collecting, using,
or disclosing personal information from children
under 13. COPPA provides parents and guardians
with a number of rights over their children’s personal information, including access to the child’s
information and deletion rights over the data. The
law places a number of requirements on organizations such as posting a clear privacy policy on their
website, providing direct notice to parents, obtaining parental consent before collecting information
from children under 13, and enacting reasonable
security to protect the child’s information.
While biometric information, including neurodata,
is not explicitly covered under COPPA, children’s
neurodata, if used to identify a particular child,
could be swept into the law as a “persistent identifier,” which is covered under COPPA. Additionally,
the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) is currently
considering amending COPPA to include biometric
data.106 It is yet to be seen whether biometric data
will be swept into a new iteration of COPPA, and
whether the definition of biometrics would cover
neurodata. Regardless of whether neurodata will
be specifically covered under COPPA, developers
should be aware that BCI games and other toys
that connect to the Internet that collect children’s
other personal information, such as name, address, image, or audio recording could potentially
fall under COPPA.
Other potentially applicable laws in this space
are certain state biometric laws, which provide
a number of rights to individuals over their data
and place requirements on companies collecting
biometric data, including but not limited to: prohibitions on collecting, processing, using, or sharing
biometric information without prior opt-in consent;
data security requirements that meet industry standards; and (in the case of the Illinois law) the ability
for individuals to bring private rights of action for

violation of the law. However, none of these laws
explicitly cover neurodata. Some state biometric
laws define biometrics narrowly and are less likely
to be interpreted to cover neurodata as written today. For instance, the Illinois Biometric Information
Privacy Act (BIPA) defines a biometric identifier as
being limited to: “a retina or iris scan, fingerprint,
voiceprint, or scan of hand or face geometry.”107
Other state biometric laws such as the Washington
law (WASH. REV. CODE § 19.35.010) define biometric identifiers more broadly as “data generated by
automatic measurements of an individual’s biological characteristics, such as a fingerprint, voiceprint,
eye retinas, irises, or other unique biological
patterns or characteristics that are used to identify
a specific individual.”108 State biometric laws with
broader definitions of biometric identifiers, like that
in Washington state, could cover personal neurodata if it is used as an identifier.
Additionally, comprehensive privacy laws, such as
the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)109 and the California Privacy Rights Act (CPRA)110
could cover personal neurodata with their broader
definitions of biometric data. However, current laws
that could cover personal neurodata are framed in
terms of the ability to identify an individual based
on biometric data. Concepts such as “biometric
psychography” and accompanying inferences may
not be interpreted as covered under these laws.

C. E
 mployment and Training BCIs Can
Monitor Employee Engagement During
High-Risk Tasks, Report Employee
Cognitive Data to Employers, Modulate
Employees’ Neural Signals to Improve
Their Abilities, and Provide New Tools to
Efficiently Complete Tasks
One of the most prominent uses of BCIs in the
employment and industry context is measuring
engagement during high-risk tasks. Engagement-measuring technology is marketed for jobs
where attention is crucial for performance and prevention of physical harms, such as those in sports or
transportation. One noteworthy engagement-measuring BCI is Life, developed by Smartcap,111 which
features an EEG headband that fits inside hardhats,
trucker caps, and other headgear that notifies
truckers and employers when they are drowsy or
inattentive while driving.112 Life and similar technologies are intended to combat the estimated 70% of
trucking accidents caused by fatigue.113
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Other engagement-measuring BCIs combine
neurodata with other biometrics to measure and
encourage employee engagement. AttentivU is
a pair of glasses fitted with both EEG electrodes
measuring neurodata and sensors for tracking eye
movements.114 The technology combines these
data streams to draw conclusions about the wearer’s fatigue, engagement, and cognitive load. The
device indicates to the wearer when their attention
level changes through audio feedback and a connected vibrating scarf.
Other BCIs in the employment context are used
to collect information related to workers’ moods.115
In some Chinese factories, state-owned companies, and various transport contexts, workers are
required to wear BCI headsets that collect neurodata to measure not only their attention, but also
sudden negative mood changes like acute anxiety,
rage, or pronounced distress.116 Similarly, one
could imagine a sort of “HR dashboard”117 in which
employee engagement or moods are accessed by
management who could use this data for purposes
such as gauging efficiency, managing workloads,
worker happiness levels, or use this data to make
employee hiring, firing, or promotion decisions.
Additional research efforts are underway for the
development of BCIs as lie detectors.118 While
much of this research is occurring in the law enforcement, government, and military space, these
technologies may have implications in the private
sector, especially for employees who work on confidential projects.
Modulating BCIs in the employment space are touted as a tool for improving workers’ performance
and ability to multitask in fast-paced environments
through the use of transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS), developed by companies such as
Caputron.119 tDCS involves a headset fitted with
electrodes inside sponge inserts that conduct
electricity from the wearer’s scalp.120 While the use
of tDCS is not yet widespread in the employment
context, some early tests show that the technology
could enhance multi-tasking efficiency by approximately 30%.121
Some forecasts suggest BCIs will be used for job
training by requiring invasive BCI technologies,
which are directly installed into the user’s brain.122
Elon Musk’s Neuralink company promotes the
aspirational goal of installing “neural lace,” consisting of many tiny electrodes, into the brain.123
A tissue-like lace overlay that drapes over parts

of an individual’s brain would have numerous advantages over devices that only pick up signals in
certain regions. Such an overlay could yield a more
fulsome representation of the wearer’s thoughts.
Further, invasive implants could avoid some of the
safety pitfalls of non-invasive devices that have the
potential to break blood vessels or injure tissues.
However, invasive implants necessarily involve
surgery, which comes with its own set of risks.
One of Musk’s goals is to make Neuralink users,
whether they use the neural lace technologies
or another variety of BCI, “smarter” by improving
memory and aiding decision-making, crucial during
a high-pressure or time-sensitive task. While these
innovations appear far from fruition, Neuralink is
currently testing neural lace technology on animals, and is planning to conduct its first human
tests in 2021.124 Additionally, early work has shown
that certain BCIs might enhance episodic memory—the ability to recall and reexperience memories
from the past.125
Other non-invasive neurotechnologies show promise in enhancing employee abilities. Companies
like Facebook are looking to integrate non-invasive
EMG wristbands into emerging technologies, such
as virtual or augmented reality, which can collect a
user’s motor neurons to capture a user’s intent to
move their fingers or other appendages.126
Additionally, researchers developed an invasive
BCI that allows users to type by thinking about
writing specific letters.127 While this technology is
far from mass market—and given its invasive nature might be best suited to provide accessibility to
patients with paralysis—such technological breakthroughs could have widespread impact on the
employment landscape. This could result in users
performing tasks such as typing with their minds
at a faster rate than the dexterity of their hands
would typically allow. Such devices might one day
change how workers send emails, code programs,
or communicate with colleagues.
1. Employment BCI Risks Include: Eroding Worker
Privacy While Chilling Behavior, Making
Impactful Decisions About an Employee Based
on Inaccurate Science, A Lack of Employee
Control Over Their Neurodata, Workers
Questioning Their Identity; and More
BCIs that monitor employee engagement during
high-risk activities might effectively promote safety
and save lives. However, such technologies could
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compromise employee privacy and autonomy.
An employee who is knowingly being monitored
might increasingly distrust their employer, lose
morale, or chill their behavior—including union
organizing.128 On the other hand, some might view
the collection of a limited neurodata set for safety
purposes as less privacy-invasive129 than other
technologies like in-vehicle cameras.130 However,
even if the collection and analysis of neurodata
is less privacy-intrusive (a claim very much up for
debate), employees might have equal or greater
feelings of being surveilled given the nascence,
opacity, and complexity of a technology recording
data from their brain.
Privacy questions also emerge around whether
the employee, employer, both, or neither ultimately
should have control over employee neurodata. This
is further complicated when an employer institutes
a bring your own device (BYOD) policy, in which
case the employee might own their own device,
but the employer might have control—in full or in
part—of the employee’s associated neurodata.
Comprehensive privacy laws, such as the CPRA,
provide a number of rights to individuals as consumers over their personal data—such as the right
to access, correct, delete, or export their personal
information—but do not currently extend these
same rights to employees. However, the CPRA will
be extending its protections to employees beginning in 2023. A lack of employee control over their
data could further erode employee trust, reduce
autonomy, and open the door for recorded neurodata to be used for purposes unrelated to their
employment, such as building advertising profiles.
Their data might also be used for purposes which
could inadvertently violate worker privacy involving health data (e.g. influence insurance coverage)
or litigation (e.g. workman’s compensation).
Relatedly, many risks stem from the ability—or lack
thereof—of employees to consent, or not, to being
monitored or having their brains modulated. Even
in situations where employers will only monitor or
modulate employees’ neurodata upon obtaining
express consent, inherent power imbalances between employers and employees create a dynamic
where employees could be less willing to refuse
to consent, or opt out, of monitoring for fear of
retaliation, losing out on a promotion, or reducing
chances for a raise. There is also the concern of
fairness between employees based on their choice

to use the technology or not, since a disparity in information and engagement by employees who opt
in vs. those who opt out could make it more difficult
to equitably judge performance between workers.
Risks around employee monitoring are further
heightened when employers make decisions
about employees based on this data. Decisions
based on the collection of employee neurodata
could include disciplinary measures, hiring and
firing decisions, and other potentially adverse
actions. Concerns are exacerbated as experts
have questioned the accuracy of some emotion
detection131 technology using neurodata or other
biometric inputs,132 meaning that employees could
be unjustly punished or inappropriately rewarded,
based on inaccurate and unproven science. Additionally, emotion detection is gaining traction in
the US in contexts such as job recruitment,133 which
could include the collection and analysis of neurodata in the near future.
Employees who use stimulating BCIs to enhance
cognitive and work performance might question
their own identity and psychology.134 Studies have
shown that the emotional or behavioral changes
in patients might cause them question whether
their psychological state is attributable to the BCI
or themselves.135 Workers questioning their identity
could reduce or confuse their sense of agency, their
capacity to make decisions, and their identity as human beings both in and outside of the workplace.136
2. Workplace Monitoring, Collective Bargaining,
and Employee Privacy Laws Apply to BCI Use
in Some Employment Contexts
Workplace monitoring laws place limitations on
some types of BCI-based employee monitoring.
The Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA)
prevents employers from monitoring employees’
personal phone calls but allows them to monitor
“workplace communications,” especially when
those conversations take place on company
devices like company-owned computers and
telephones.137 Existing anti-discrimination measures, including the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA),138 may restrain employers who would use
the results of a BCI that reveals a disability in hiring
or firing decisions.
U.S. law grants employers broad leeway in defining
workplace privacy policies for at-will employees.
By contrast, unionized employees, which comprise
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roughly 11% of the total American workforce, often
stipulate enhanced workplace privacy protections
as part of collective bargaining agreements.139
The types of protections vary depending on the
circumstances, but they typically limit the use of
workplace monitoring systems known as “management by algorithm,” which are new forms of
monitoring and surveillance using data generated
by workers—potentially including neurodata—that
could exacerbate discrimination and systemic
inequality.140 The GDPR recognizes the inherent
power imbalances between employee and employer for activities such as employee monitoring
by noting that consent can only serve as a lawful
basis for processing employee personal data under exceptional circumstances.141
The use of BCIs as lie detectors in the employment
space remains limited, but there are federal laws
that specifically protect employee privacy in a narrow manner. The Employee Polygraph Protection
Act protects potential employees (absent some
exceptions) from hiring or firing practices on the
basis of a lie detector result.142
Other regulations of note include state microchip
laws, which generally prohibit employers or organizations from requiring employees to be implanted
with microchips.143 Today employers are not requiring or offering that employees install invasive BCIs
or other neurotech into their brains, but there are
non-neurotech examples of employees who have
the option of being “chipped” by employers.144 Organizations engaged in employee tracking should
be cognizant of these microchip laws and should
consider how a future, invasive BCI would be covered under these legal regimes.

D. B
 CIs in Education Record Neurodata
to Help Inform Individualized Learning
Models and Provide Real-Time Feedback
to Students and Teachers on Student
Engagement and Progress
Proponents of BCIs in education argue that BCIs
can help students in both K-12 and higher education
learn, retain information, pay attention, increase
empathy, and improve academic achievement.145
Recent developments in educational BCIs are cited
as helping optimize students’ workload and curriculum difficulty in response to individual needs.146 It is
widely recognized that learning is optimized when
educational materials map to a student’s cognitive

strengths.147 Digital learning environments implementing BCI technology would gather neurodata
from students using EEG, and estimate the difficulty
of workload based on a student’s brainwaves.148
The tools can then adapt the difficulty of assignments in real time to maximize learning. One of the
celebrated elements of customized learning occurs
when the material meets the “Goldilocks test,”
which measures task achievement as neither too
easy nor too difficult, but just right.149
Addressing a different aspect of learning, some
education technology companies are developing
BCIs that measure students’ classroom attention
levels. For example, BrainCo, Inc. is developing
BCI technology that involves students wearing
EEG-fitted headbands in class.150 The students’
neurodata is gathered and displayed on a teacher’s dashboard which is said to provide insight into
student attention levels. Student metrics may also
be shared with students’ parents, keeping them upto-date on their children’s performance in class.151
1. E
 ducational BCI Risks Include: Making
Decisions About Students’ Cognitive Abilities
Based on Inaccurate Inferences, Chilling
Student Speech, and Perpetuating Injustice
A major risk in the education field arises from inaccurate or incomplete neurodata used to make
inferences about students’ cognitive abilities.152
In many ways these concerns mirror those found
in the employment space. Measuring a student’s
brain signals to gauge attention levels or ability
to grasp certain material using inaccurate and
not well-understood data, and then using this
information for making important decisions about
a student’s engagement, achievement level, or
academic potential could result in miscategorizing
a student as either a strong or struggling student.
Neurodata can be unreliable or inaccurate for a
number of reasons such as: poorly fitting devices;
devices not containing enough sensors; sullying
the quality of a dataset from facial or body movements; or faulty, not well understood, and not well
tested underlying science. This could put students
at risk for incorrect penalties for inattentiveness
or other perceived behaviors. Further, requiring
students to wear EEG headsets might “chill” a
student’s speech (or thoughts) if they feel they
are being surveilled, as previous studies on the
effects of being monitored have shown. Moreover,
feelings of being surveilled could reduce student
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and parent trust in the school and the educational
system as a whole.
This chilling of speech could be doubly true for
students with a perceived history of acting out in
school, students who are particularly vulnerable,
have learning differences such as ADHD,153 struggle with mental health, or come from communities
heavily surveilled by law enforcement or others.
This could be especially true when BCIs are used
exclusively or disproportionately among certain
subgroups of students or in disciplinary settings,
such as detention.154 The Health Advanced Research Projects Agency (HARPA),155 has looked
into surveilling students’ social media activity. This
sort of school safety measure in combination with
neurodata could lead to further limiting students’
need to appropriately “vent” online, or drawing
inaccurate conclusions related to the content
posted online by students. While educational BCIs
are sometimes touted as leveling the playing field
for students, disproportionate use of BCIs, or BCIs
used among certain groups of students could
increase rather than relieve injustice. Moreover,
the tracking of student’s cognitive processes and
taking action based on this tracking could lead to
further stigmatization of learning differences or
mental health concerns.156
2. Federal, State, and Local Student Data Laws
Typically Place Requirements on Schools and
Neurotech Companies Collecting, Using, and
Sharing Personal Neurodata, While Granting
Rights to Students and Parents
While BCIs may introduce unprecedented collection and sharing of neurodata in the education
context, there are dozens of privacy regulations
that touch on education privacy at the local, federal,
and international level. Currently, all 50 states and
Washington, DC have introduced student privacy
legislation, each with its own requirements.157 Not all
of this legislation would have bearing on BCIs, however, schools, teachers, and BCI companies should
be cognizant of the applicable laws and provisions
in each state where the technology is used. In addition, stakeholders should be aware of school and
district-specific policies and best practices governing student data as well as the concerns of parents
and school boards. Developers and purveyors of
BCI technologies should proactively and transparently communicate their practices to engage and
empower parents and community leaders.

At the federal level, there are a variety of privacy
regulations that specifically impact education. One
of the most relevant is the Family Educational Rights
and Privacy Act (FERPA),158 which protects education
records at all schools that receive federal funding.159
Education records contain information directly related to an individual student and are maintained by
an educational agency or institution or by a party
acting for the agency or institution. In certain contexts, a student’s personal neurodata could be part
of an education record falling under the protection
of FERPA—which includes biometric records.160
Parents and guardians hold a number of rights over
their children’s data (students themselves hold these
rights when over the age of 17), while restrictions are
placed on school officials maintaining education
records.161 For example, school officials might not be
permitted to disclose personal neurodata collected
from students to third parties without express consent from parents and guardians.

E. Research Efforts are Underway for
Integrating BCIs Into Smart Cities
and Communities for Enhanced
Communication for Construction and
Public Safety and for New Methods of
Control for Connected Vehicles
One of the more future-facing sectors for BCIs is the
smart cities and smart communities162 space where
researchers look to integrate BCIs into smart vehicles and urban planning and construction design.
In the US today, technological mapping of public
and private spaces is becoming ubiquitous, and
a number of emerging technologies have already
entered the smart city arena.163 For example, sensors and other technologies are increasingly integrated in: transportation including smart cars and
bike share services; utilities including smart power
grids and smart water meters; telecommunications
including public broadband; government services
including gunshot detectors and parking monitoring; and environmental monitoring including smart
trash cans and environmental sensors.164 In the
future, neurotechnologies could serve as another
set of sensors—in this case collecting neurodata—
for aiding city and transportation efficiency, public
safety, and energy monitoring.
BCI research is increasingly focused on integration
into smart cities and communities for enhanced
communication promoting efficiency and safety.
For example, Neurable165 and Trimble,166 recently
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announced that they are utilizing BCIs alongside
technologies like GPS to provide training and
safety services for the transportation, architecture,
engineering, and construction industries.167 Such
technologies could provide voice-free and handsfree communication interaction between construction workers and engineers, while also providing
analytics for tracking training efficiency and worker
and citizen safety.168 Firefighters, paramedics, and
other public protection workers could benefit from
this technology, and could operate as members of
an integrated team if able to directly collaborate
with one another via BCI.169 One could imagine firefighters operating in conjunction, and with greater
safety, if they could communicate in real time without the need for a voice interface, or in the case
of voice and other communication outages. Similar
research into BCIs as communication devices is
prevalent in the military context with projects such
as Silent Talk, allowing soldiers to communicate via
neural signals without the need for verbal speech.170
Other BCI research focuses on transportation. As
early as 2014, researchers proposed a prototype
for a Bluetooth-enabled BCI that could control
a smart car.171 Research and prototypes involving
BCIs for connected vehicles is still in the early
phases.172 But as the connected vehicle landscape
expands, BCIs and other neurotechnology could
be increasingly integrated into connected vehicles
for purposes such as vehicle control or monitoring
drivers’ attention levels behind the wheel. Recent
innovations include Hyundai’s Mr. Brain project,
which is designed to measure a driver’s attention
through collecting brainwaves using an earpiece
sensor.173 The device can be connected to a companion smartphone app that notifies the driver
when they are losing their concentration.174
Moreover, research into BCI-controlled drones is
currently underway.175 The ability to control smart
cars, drones, or other vehicles could promote accessibility to those who lack the motor functions to
control vehicles today and could promote safety
by monitoring driver fatigue levels and warning
drivers when they are drowsy behind the wheel.
1. Privacy Risks of BCIs in the Smart Cities
and Communities Space Include Increased
Surveillance, Public Safety Concerns, and
Exacerbating the Digital Divide

existing privacy concerns in the smart cities context. A major flashpoint in the privacy debate today
relates to both public and private surveillance of
communities, especially those that have been
historically surveilled and over policed. Advocates
have pinpointed technologies such as facial recognition, license plate readers, cell site simulators,
and drones as more privacy invasive than traditional surveillance technologies such as cameras
or wiretaps with the power to locate a vehicle,
device, or person among a crowd of many with the
potential to gather associated metadata, personal
information, or content of communications. Privacy
risks are magnified when these technologies are
deployed in historically surveilled communities by
reducing individual privacy rights, chilling speech,
eroding public trust, and perpetuating systemic
inequalities related to race, social status, gender,
national origin, and other sensitive attributes.
Integrating neurotechnology sensors into community architecture, vehicles, and the public square
could lead to the collection, storage, and sharing
of neurodata by law enforcement for surveillance
purposes. Combining neurodata with other personal information could lead to even more invasive surveillance than individuals are currently experiencing.
Other concerns emerge around public safety. Early
prototypes of vehicles controlled fully, or in part,
by an individual’s brain signals cannot be operated
with the same precision as vehicles controlled with
steering wheels, controllers, or other haptics. It is
unlikely that vehicles controlled solely by the mind
will enter the market in the near future, but new
public safety questions will emerge around vehicles controlled by BCIs.
Concerns related to the exacerbated digital inequity could also be prevalent in the smart cities space.
Communities that are already more connected and
have adopted smart city technology will be more
likely to have the infrastructure in place and resources available to implement BCIs in public. On
the other hand, communities that lack these same
technological investments are less likely to be
early adopters and could fall further behind, only
increasing the digital divide at national (wealthy vs.
low-income neighborhoods and communities) and
international (global north vs. global south) levels.

Near-term BCI innovations in smart cities will likely
augment existing sensors, potentially heightening
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2. BCIs in Smart Cities Are Starting to be
Governed176 by a Mix of Legal Frameworks
While companies developing smart cities technology are responsible for complying with privacy,
security, and other related regulations, ultimately it
is often up to local governments to regulate emerging technology integrated into modern, connected
communities. Local laws, ordinances, and frameworks contain their own idiosyncrasies, often vary
between localities, cities, and states, and sometimes
are written to align with the particular values of their
communities. However, it is important to recognize
that local ordinances and regulations are sometimes
subject to preemption by state or federal regulation.
On the international level, laws governing smart cities technology could contain vast differences, often
highly dependent on differing cultures and government systems. For example, cultures that place
a greater emphasis on individual freedom might
codify individual rights and obligations on emerging
technologies differently than communities that place
a greater emphasis on collective wellbeing. Smart
city infrastructure and associated emerging governance are already complicated at the baseline, and
the potential integration of BCIs into this space will
only make technical and regulatory considerations
more complex. As such, it remains to be seen how
the BCI smart city landscape will unfold and what the
ultimate privacy implications will be.

F. Neuromarketing Involves Recording
Neurodata to Gain Insight Into
Individuals’ Reactions, Preferences,		
and Motivations When Encountering 		
a Product or Service
Neuromarketing generally refers to collecting physiological and neural signals for the purposes of learning about individuals’ reactions, mood, preferences,
and motivations when purchasing or using a product
or service.177 Neuromarketers typically use two brain
scanning methods—functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) and EEG.178 fMRI offers researchers
deeper and potentially more accurate insights into
how consumers make decisions based on various
stimuli than the more accessible and less expensive
EEG methods.179 In one well-publicized study using
fMRI scanning, participants were asked to drink unlabeled soft drinks.180 Absent brand cues, participants
displayed little preference for either Coca-Cola or
Pepsi; however, when given brand cues around
which beverage they were drinking, participants

displayed heightened brain activity in areas correlated with recall and memory.181 These tests revealed
positive feelings like nostalgia when it came to the
participant’s preferred drink.182 Understanding why
individuals choose the products and services that
they do poses untold benefits for advertisers.183
Where fMRI is too inaccessible or expensive, neuromarketers turn to less accurate, but more accessible,
portable, and less expensive EEG methods.184
Often in tandem with fMRI or EEG technology, neuromarketing researchers gather information from
sources other than direct neural signals. Alternative tracking methods include: eye tracking, pupil
dilation, skin conductivity, and facial expression
coding as a way to quantify attention, arousal, and
psychology. When neurodata is combined with
these other inputs, the advertising profiles tied to
individuals will become increasingly granular and
more attractive to advertisers, third parties, and
other stakeholders in the advertising technology
ecosystem looking to share, sell, and place more
impactful behavioral ads to these individuals
across the Internet.
1. Neuromarketing Risks Include the Repurposing
of Personal Neurodata for Advertising, Promoting
Addicting or Unhealthy Behaviors, and
Inadequate Consent When Collecting or Sharing
Involuntary Neurodata Due to Poor Transparency
The adoption of BCIs across numerous sectors
could pose unprecedented privacy risks within the
ad tech ecosystem. While granular user profiles for
advertising purposes exist today, adding neurodata would further animate already detailed profiles,
revealing more details about a particular individual
and inferences about their preferences. Many BCIs
across various sectors, by their very nature, collect
personal neurodata. Organizations collecting and
retaining personal neurodata—and other related
information—for various purposes could be incentivized by advertiser dollars to share or sell this
data for advertising.
Further, the use of neurotechnologies in marketing
could provide stakeholders insight into new and
sensitive inferences about an individual’s sexual
preferences, arousal, health, and other especially
sensitive details. Not only could this offend individuals’ notions of privacy, and erode user trust, but
could incentivize the further collection of especially
sensitive information encouraging the creation of
increasingly granular, and sensitive, profiles sought
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after by advertisers for delivering more impactful
behavioral ads. If taken too far, granular and accurate profiles could lead to serving advertising content which encourages addictive activities related
to content consumption, gameplay, gambling, or
promoting unhealthy habits. Granular profiles built
from inaccurate biometric data collection can also
lead to inaccurate conclusions about individuals
and can falsely target advertising content to them.
Additionally, the privacy risks and associated consequences could extend well beyond frustration or
annoyance when advertising profiles are shared
or sold to third parties for purposes other than
advertising. One could imagine a scenario where
impactful decisions could be made about individuals based on advertising profiles, such as health
care premiums determined in part by a users’ preferences for a “healthy” or “unhealthy” diet based
on both buying decisions and how their neurons
react to certain food.
Moreover, mood and eye tracking software—as it
exists today—can collect involuntary responses of
a user in reaction to stimuli. Involuntary responses
could be especially valuable to advertisers because
they could reveal unfiltered user preferences ripe
for impactful behavioral advertising. The tracking
of involuntary responses makes user transparency
and control especially difficult because it is often
happening without user awareness. The current
widespread model of companies’ terms of service
and privacy policies stating information such as:
“we will be collecting data from this device and
software to understand more about you,” would
well miss the mark of providing transparency to users. Organizations engaged in tracking involuntary
brain signals and other biometric or physiological
measurements from users might rethink current
consent protocols, as well as transparency and explainability models, for providing both an accurate
and clearly understood snapshot of what data is
being collected from users and for what purposes.
2. Neuromarketing is Potentially Governed
by Comprehensive Privacy Laws, FTC
Enforcement Authority, and NeuromarketingSpecific Codes of Ethics
State laws such as the CPRA provide a number
of rights to consumers, including rights of access,
information, deletion, portability, and right to opt
out of “selling” personal information, while placing
new obligations on businesses. Personal neuro-

data is not specifically mentioned in the law, but
such information could be classified as “biometric
information”—covered and broadly defined under
CPRA. The CPRA offers a specific opt out of
“cross contextual behavioral advertising” (aka
advertising targeted to an individual based on
their behavior online).
In addition to comprehensive privacy laws, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has authority to investigate, under Section 6 of the FTC Act, and authority
to enforce penalties on the basis of deceptive and
unfair trade practices—including those related to
advertising—under Section 5 of the Act.185
Other than laws and agency enforcement, voluntary self-regulatory initiatives could also inform this
space. The Neuromarketing Science & Business
Association’s (NMSBA’s) Code of Ethics enshrines
commitments around integrity; consent (including
requiring informed consent from parents when
studies involve children); transparency; and privacy.186 These ethics codes could act as tools to
educate and guide organizations wading into this
emerging and unique sector of advertising. Additionally, the United Nations Convention on Rights
of the Child has called for the specific prohibition
of certain forms of advertising to children, including
neuromarketing, signaling that some policymakers
view neuromarketing as creating heightened risks
for vulnerable populations, such as children.187

G. Military BCIs include Restorative
Devices, Communications Tools,
Vehicle and Weapon Control, 		
Deception Detection, and More
Today, military use of BCIs is largely non-invasive
and focused on the creation of restorative devices
for injured service members.188 However, the U.S.
and China have explored the viability of BCIs as
next-generation weaponry. In the U.S., Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) recently announced $104 million in funding to support
its Next-Generation Nonsurgical Neurotechnology
(N3) program, which provides funding for researchers to develop high-performance brain-computer
interfaces for military service members.189 These
devices are intended to be non-invasive, allowing
“super-warriors” to control drones and other vehicles with their brain signals during complex military
operations.190 Other military research includes BCIs
for communication between military personnel,
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such as Silent Talk, in which personnel communicate via neural signals without the need for verbal
speech or gestures.191
Much of the research in the military space is informed by breakthroughs from other sectors. Notably, DARPA recently awarded a number of grants
to BCI researchers,192 including a project from the
University at Buffalo in which neurodata is collected from videogamers during gameplay in hopes of
using this data to train future advanced AI robots
for military use.193 The military has expanded its research into deception detection using BCIs, taking
a page from law enforcement and other defense
offices’ use of polygraph research.194
Innovations in invasive BCIs in the civilian arena
adopted for military use could lead to massive
breakthroughs with implications for both modern
warfare and society at large. For instance, DARPA’s
Restoring Active Memory (RAM) program aims to
help with memory recall and formation for service
members suffering brain injury through the use of an
invasive BCI.195 RAM involves similar technology and
methods as invasive BCIs that have proved effective
for stroke, Alzheimer’s, and head injury patients.196
1. Risks Associated with Military BCIs Include
Hacking, Reduction in Battlefield Teamwork,
and Physical and Mental Harm
Use of BCIs on the battlefield leads to risks such as
disruption of service or interception of signals by
adversaries.197 Like other technologies deployed
by the government and military, BCIs could become
the latest system that could be compromised by
hackers. BCIs that collect and record brain signals
could open the door for enemies to gain access to
communications, strategy, and secrets. More troubling is the possibility of hackers gaining control
over modulating BCIs and physically and mentally
harming military personnel.
Additional risks relate to an erosion of teamwork
and comradery between soldiers on the battlefield
and in training when using BCIs for communication.198 While it is possible that communication
between soldiers using BCIs could increase bonding and trust, encouraging soldiers connecting to
one another through a new and currently limited
technology could also erode cohesion, comradery,
and a group dynamic important for encouraging
cooperation between military personnel.

Other concerns are more future-facing. While
BCIs are not currently being deployed for torture
or pacification, developers in his space would be
wise to consider the ethical implications of using
BCIs for these purposes. Controversy and ethical
concerns around the military’s use of torture have
existed for decades, and BCIs could offer another
avenue for a military organization to engage in
these activities. Additionally, weapons that target
neurodata and nervous systems may proliferate,
such as uncharacterized directional phenomena
in the form of vibration, pressure, and sound such
as those experienced by U.S. military personnel in
Havana, Cuba.199 Time will tell whether BCIs are
used for these purposes and whether they will be
more or less humane than current methods.
2. Some Military Use of BCIs is Governed by
Military Ethics, International Treaties, and U.S.
Constitutional Law
While BCIs in the military are still nascent, there
are existing military ethics guidelines200—and
international treaties such as the Geneva Convention201—that could prohibit future use of invasive
BCIs on subjects without consent.202 However, it
is important to note that to our knowledge, today
there are no military regulations limiting the use of
non-invasive transcranial stimulation in particular
for torture, pacification, or interrogation.203
Military BCIs might also be governed by U.S. constitutional law depending on their use. BCIs used for
purposes such as deception detection could violate
the Fifth Amendment’s “guarantee against self-incrimination” because collecting a soldier’s thoughts
might not constitute a permissible physical piece of
evidence.204 Moreover, BCIs used for this purpose
could run up against the Fourth Amendment as
an unreasonable search and seizure.205 However,
others argue that Fourth and Fifth Amendment protections might not apply to neurodata collected by
BCIs because of a history of real-time collection of
medical data being admissible as evidence in the
court of law and the third-party-doctrine resulting
in users forfeiting their expectation of privacy over
data shared with a company.206 Various international treaties might also govern BCIs used for
interrogation. If it is determined that a BCI is used
in conjunction with a “toxic chemical”—defined as
a chemical that can cause “temporary incapacitation”—this could be in violation of the Chemical
Weapons Convention (CWC).207
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Part III: A Mix of Technical and Policy Solutions Can Mitigate Risks

R

esponsible use of BCIs and associated neurodata is paramount in the health and wellness
area, as well as the consumer and military
contexts. A diverse and inclusive list of international stakeholders spanning end-users, directly
and indirectly impacted communities, interested or
invested industries and marketplaces, academia,
and governments, and others must commit to
articulate a vision for how technology, law, and
policy can shape these services in a way that is
beneficial to all with sufficient privacy protections.
The challenges in meeting this goal are significant.
While BCIs have shown demonstrable benefits for
healthcare for a number of years, the technology—
especially in the consumer market—is in its infancy.
With a scant number of exceptions—most notably
BBI technology—breakthroughs in health services
have informed BCI use in the consumer market.
Open questions emerge around how moving this
technology into the consumer space evolves the
privacy and ethical risks seen today in the health
context. Moreover, because the uses of this technology are often especially future-facing—even as

compared to other emerging technologies—there is
no way to comprehensively and accurately predict
the specific risks that will emerge in the decades
to come. Allowing these technologies to evolve absent strong accountability and enforcement frameworks will result in substantial risks. The guidelines,
frameworks, and regulations cited throughout this
work—including GDPR, CPRA, OECD Guidelines,
and the proposed EU AI framework—could serve
as a foundation for future rules governing BCIs. But
regulation must be cognizant of the need to provide
a structure for future technological advances and
uses, as well as new risks. Moreover, in addition
to laws, the proposition that existing human rights
conceptualizations need to be updated to reflect
these concerns is gaining momentum in some
neuroscience spaces—this is an idea around which
further discussion is warranted (see the call-out
box below on neurorights). The grand challenge
of promoting strong privacy protections for BCIs
will require a mix of technical and non-technical
solutions. While not comprehensive or definitive,
the following suggestions provide a starting point.
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Case Study: Neurorights in Chile
On October 25, 2021, the Chilean government approved a constitutional reform208 to protect “the
mental integrity of neurotechnologies.”209
Chile is also considering a neuroprotection bill,210 based on five fundamental human rights-based
principles: the right to personal identity, free will, mental privacy, equitable access to technologies
that augment human capacities, and the right to protection against bias and discrimination.211 The bill
would likely limit the use of neurotechnologies and associated neurodata to clinical and health research and therapy, meaning that many of the consumer-focused use cases described in this report
would likely be prohibited. The bill also provides a number of noteworthy rights and requirements
including: obtaining express, opt-in consent from the user when engaging with neurotechnology;
providing notice of possible physical, cognitive, or emotional effects of the treatment; retaining neurodata for only the time necessary to carry out the purpose for which the neurodata was collected;
and requiring the state to promote equitable access of neurotechnologies in the public interest.
Perhaps most noteworthy, the bill calls for the collection, storage, treatment, and dissemination
of neurodata to be treated as an organ under Chilean organ transplant law.212 This treatment of
data as an organ could create practical consequences, while significantly limiting both medical
and non-medical use of neurotechnologies and neurodata including: prohibiting the selling of
personal neurodata to neuromarketers and researchers; prohibiting the collection of neurodata
from patients 18-years-old and younger; and prohibiting patients from receiving neurotechnology-related treatment who do not have full use of their mental faculties and do not have a positive
physical fitness report.
Philosopher Abel Wajnerman Paz argues that analogizing neurodata with organ transplants is not
a logical fit because neurodata, unlike an organ, contains no organic material, is produced by others outside human bodies, and requires “elaborate construction by clinicians and researchers.”213
Dr. Paz provides an alternative avenue for regulating neurotechnologies suggesting instead regulating neurodata as intellectual property. Dr. Paz argues that this could enable the data subject to
financially benefit from sharing their neurodata and may lead to creating large data repositories
needed for Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s research.214

A. Technical Solutions Include: Providing
On/Off and App Controls to Users;
End-to-End Encryption of Neurodata,
Privacy Enhancing Technologies, 		
and More
1. Developers Should Provide On/Off Controls
Where Possible and Provide Granular Controls
on BCI Devices and Companion Apps
The notion of on/off controls for tracking technologies as a form of privacy protection is not new;
however, the need for some BCIs to be “always
on,” or on for extended periods, especially in the
health context, complicates the debate around

such devices. In the consumer context, an “always
on” default is typically not essential for the device
to function properly. In these cases users should
have a clear and definite way to control when BCIs
are on or off with a hard on/off switch on the device, or through on/off controls readily accessible
through a companion app. As with other devices,
there are considerable privacy risks when a BCI is
always gathering data or when it can be turned on
unintentionally, collecting data without the user’s
knowledge.215 These risks are magnified when
BCIs record personal neurodata that could be
combined with other information overtime to draw
vast and sensitive inferences about the personal
lives of users.
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In addition to on/off controls, BCI companies
developing and deploying BCIs should provide
granular controls to users for managing their neurodata, and other associated personal information.
Many consumer BCI devices rely on companion
mobile apps, which should provide user controls.
While companies and device manufacturers ultimately have the best understanding and expertise
regarding what data is necessary to operate BCIs,
user controls are crucial safeguards to ensure that
individuals can manage data collection, deletion,
use, and sharing.

alarmingly control how a device modulates, or fails
to modulate, a patient’s brain, resulting in physical
or psychological harm. Given how quickly the
technology, capabilities, and threats in this space
are evolving, cybersecurity professionals should
take time to consider appropriate, practical, and
tailored solutions. A good starting place could be
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Cybersecurity Framework—a dynamic
resource consisting of standards, guidelines, and
best practices built to adapt to a particular technology, use case, and context.217

2. Developers Should Utilize Best Practices for
Privacy and Security to Store and Process
Neurodata and Use Privacy Enhancing
Technologies Where Appropriate

B. Policy Solutions Include: Rethinking
Transparency and Control; IRBs and
Ethical Review Boards; Multi-Stakeholder
Engagement; and Standards Setting and
Other Agreements.

Regardless of whether neurodata is stored and
processed on a BCI device, by a companion app,
or on a server operated by the BCI provider, developers should seek to maximize privacy and
security. Developers should rely on storage and
computing services that can meet appropriate security standards commensurate with the sensitivity
of the neurodata. Developers should also look to
privacy enhancing technologies as a way of maximizing the utility of neurodata, while minimizing
privacy risks. Techniques could include differential
privacy, in accordance with principles of data minimization and privacy by design. When appropriate,
they should use de-identification methods like Privacy Preserving Data Mining (PPDM) and Privacy
Preserving Data Publishing (PPDP) for stored and
shared data.216 Additionally, developers should
ensure sensitive personal neurodata is encrypted when in transit and at rest. These techniques
could be especially useful in the BCI space, as the
neurodata collected by BCIs could be ripe for data
driven research in the medical field. These techniques are often promoted as a way to maximize
the utility of data for research, while minimizing
user identifiability.
Researchers should also stay abreast and implement appropriate security safeguards. Poor
cybersecurity can leave systems vulnerable to
hacking, data breaches, and other malicious activities, endangering user safety. Device hacking
is especially dangerous as many BCIs are used
for critical health management regimens. Not only
could a bad actor access personal neurodata and
other collected personal information, but more

1. G
 iven the Novelty of BCIs, Along with the
Complexity of Recording and Modulating
Neurodata, Organizations should Rethink
Traditional Transparency and Control Models
The novelty and complexity of BCIs warrants an
emphasis on transparency and control beyond
most other emerging technologies. Transparency
and control frameworks might have to be rethought in the neurotechnology field. Consumer,
government, and health-focused BCIs can vary significantly in their technological capabilities, sophistication, machine learning techniques, purposes,
and user-bases, often presenting differing privacy
risks. These differences often warrant different
levels and methods of transparency necessary
for consumers, patients, and lawmakers to understand device capabilities, data flows, data storage,
and who controls and has access to the data, while
encouraging informed consent. For example, a
non-invasive EEG-based device that only records
neurodata along with an individual’s eye movements, muscle movements, and heartbeat—does
not have the same risks as a health device that
records and modulates a patient’s brain using an
invasive BCI. Despite these significant differences,
BCIs as a whole are often incorrectly framed and
lumped together by the popular media as “mind
reading technologies from the future” that can
capture and understand the innermost thoughts
and workings of the human mind.
Developers and regulators should think creatively
about how to promote the transparency necessary
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for meaningful user control. Privacy policies, terms
of service, and other similar documents, while
required by law, are often not effective means of
providing transparency on their own. Even when
these privacy policies are accurate in describing
consumer rights and data governance, they might
still lack transparency in that they are difficult to
understand, vague, and fail to show the complete
picture of what is happening with consumer data. In
the absence of strong enforcement and without a
commitment to trust, transparency, and explainability, privacy policies are likely neither agile enough
to keep pace with quickly evolving technology nor
adequately accessible to end-users.
Furthermore, although there are attempts to make
user controls more flexible, more research is needed on how to best enable user control in ways that
are more fluid, nuanced, and longitudinal. BCIs that
operate in conjunction with companion apps could
provide pop-up notice with the option for users to
access more detailed information in a layered approach before consenting to device recording or
modulating or other terms. BCI developers might
want to also consider using audio and visual cues
understandable to users, indicating when a device
is recording or modulating. In the future, developers might take advantage of this particular technology by sending a particular signal to a user’s brain
indicating some sort of activity. In this scenario, the
user can respond to this signal with a particular
thought pattern providing or denying consent.
2. When Appropriate, BCI Providers Should
Engage IRBs or Independent Review Boards,
as well as Multi-Stakeholder Engagement
Before and During Roll Out of New BCI
Products or Services
In some circumstances, BCI providers might be
required to complete IRB review before gathering
primary research data from human subjects or
pre-registering clinical trials. Organizations may
need to obtain proper approval from bodies like
the FDA prior to rolling out new BCI products and
services. However, BCIs in the consumer market
are not typically subject to these same requirements. One option for consumer-focused BCI
organizations seeking to promote strong privacy
protections would be committing to an independent review board to consider questions around

neurodata collection, use, sharing, storage, and
other related concerns. A number of prominent
AI researchers and developers have crafted principles and approaches to AI and ML.218 Because
BCIs often involve the use of AI and ML, many of
these AI principles will inform BCI development.
However, AI frameworks do not contemplate all of
the major challenges around recording or modulating a user’s brain. As BCIs become more widespread, providers should consider creating internal
BCI-specific principles for informing their internal
design, policy, and technical decisions. Review
boards could also determine whether BCI-related
data should be used for research where obtaining
prior user consent is impractical.
Organizations should also facilitate multi-stakeholder engagement throughout the development
and deployment lifecycle of BCIs. Stakeholder
outreach should include researchers, policy professionals, early adopters of the technology, and
those who either have yet to adopt the technology
but might do so in the future or may be impacted
due to the use of technology by others. The latter
group should include those who are often not
given a seat at the table when developers make
ethical decisions about emerging technology.
This should include individuals from vulnerable
populations, such as the disability community, individuals from historically surveilled communities,
and individuals from geolocations most exposed
to digital inequity, among others. The conversation
with all stakeholders, and perhaps most crucially
with vulnerable populations, should be co-participatory and co-created from the start, meaning that
providers should not only inform these populations
about the technology, but absorb community feedback and integrate this feedback into internal decision making. Providers should be sure to present
these changes and their internal design and decision-making process back to these stakeholders
to help continue facilitating an ongoing and collaborative conversation. Further, providers should
be engaging these stakeholders from the start of
product development, research, and rollout. Providers should avoid premature decisions prior to
community engagement, and should be willing to
change course, heavily alter, or altogether scrap a
project if it runs counter to a particular communities’ preferences or could foreseeably cause harm.
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3. C
 ompanies, Research Institutions, and
Policymakers Should Set Policy and Technical
Standards for BCI Research, Development,
and Use that are Capable of Adapting as the
Technology, User Base, and Uses Evolve
Because of the fast-moving nature of this technology, industry, research institutions, and policymakers should draft and subscribe to standards, best
practices, and pragmatic regulations. As indicated
in this report, a number of laws, best practices,
and enforcement bodies can serve as foundations for neurotechnology-specific standards and
frameworks. If and where possible, technical and
governance communities should leverage existing
policies, practices, and bodies pertaining to related technologies to govern BCIs, as well as identify
places where existing frameworks or processes do
not sufficiently address novel risks.
The latter point is particularly pertinent, since a
number of notable privacy challenges are not
addressed by current rules. Many of the existing
comprehensive, and sectoral, privacy laws, including GDPR, BIPA, and CPRA, carve out de-identified
data. Yet there is still no legal consensus on which
types of neurodata can or will be interpreted as
biometric data, and in the event that it is, research
has shown that biometric data is more difficult
to effectively de-identify.219 Another major gap
in current regulation relates to what immersive
technology expert Brittan Heller refers to as
“biometric psychography,” which describes combining collected biometric data with information
about stimuli encountered by the user to produce
inferences about the user’s likes, dislikes, sexual
attraction, fears, and other psychology.220 It might
be necessary to rethink and broaden concepts
and associated definitions of biometrics to be
more inclusive—and therefore more predictive
of—downstream emerging properties of neurodata, including psychographical characteristics.
To protect against privacy and responsible governance risks related to these and other BCI-related
challenges, stakeholders should develop technical
and policy standards for responsible development and use of BCIs capable of adapting as the
technology, user base, and use evolves. Technical
standards should promote privacy protective
techniques, including privacy enhancing technologies; data quality thresholds; testing standards
to ensure that AI and ML techniques are accurate,

interpretable, and explainable; among several other elements. Policy standards should include standards related to privacy by design, user profiling,
purpose limitations, data minimization, contractual
agreements between BCI manufacturers and third
parties related to de-identification, data sharing,
and retention, among other concerns.
Alongside technical and policy standards, industry
and regulators should promote up-to-date training
for developers around processes such as data handling and de-identification learned from academia.
For example, depending on the magnet strength,
some fMRI images are capable of reconstructing
an individual’s face.221 It is common practice in the
academic neuroimaging sector to remove the first
few slices or images of a file before uploading to
a database to prevent identification through 3D
reconstruction of a participant’s face. But this is not
common practice across all organizations who collect or share these kinds of images, particularly in
open-source communities. In addition, stakeholders should consider a policy-driven call to action
for the development of tech-driven safeguards to
test for these kinds of errors and flag them, remove
them, or fix them.
4. BCI Stakeholders Should Encourage the
Adoption of Open Standards for Neurodata
and Share De-Identified Research Data Under
Open Licenses to Promote an Open and
Inclusive Research Ecosystem
The development of neurotechnologies presents
significant barriers to entry, as BCIs often require
significant capital investment and highly specialized skill sets that would likely be inaccessible to
all but a select few of companies and organizations. This creates an environment in which leading neurotechnology organizations could create
proprietary standards, fragmenting the neurotechnology research ecosystem. This would prevent
many in industry and academia from: accessing
the best and most cost-effective tools available,
sharing their knowledge, and incorporating diverse perspectives to advance innovation in the
field. To minimize such barriers to an open and inclusive research ecosystem, companies and other
stakeholders should support the development and
widespread adoption of open standards for neurodata. Stakeholders may also consider whether
open-licensing of properly de-identified and consented neurotechnology and neurodata research
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datasets is feasible and appropriate—while this
has the potential to maximize data accessibility by
trusted researchers.

day will pose a host of new, unforeseen risks and
benefits that today’s policy frameworks were not
designed to address.

5. Policymakers Should Review the Adequacy of
Existing Policy Frameworks for Governing the
Unique Risks of Neurotechnologies

Policymakers and other BCI stakeholders should
carefully evaluate how existing policy frameworks
apply to neurotechnologies and identify potential
areas where existing laws and regulations may be
insufficient for the unique risks of neurotechnologies. Importantly, policymakers should prioritize a
focus on well-defined risks, while tracking developments that can raise future concerns. Future advances may create unexpected problems, but may
also be mitigated by other factors in the future such
as yet-to-be-developed technological safeguards
or changing societal norms. Potential decisions to
ban particular high-risk uses of neurotechnology
should similarly be discussed and considered
in depth among experts prior to such decisions.
Regardless, it is critical that policymakers are well
educated about the risks neurotechnologies can
pose and potential solutions to these risks so that
they can swiftly and effectively implement these
solutions when appropriate.

As established by this report, neurotechnologies
can pose both familiar and novel risks. For familiar
risks, such as vulnerability to hacking, the need
to protect sensitive data, or the collection of data
from minors, existing policy frameworks likely
apply just as effectively to neurotechnologies as
they do to consumer and medical technologies
available today. However, the unique risks posed
by neurotechnologies, such as the potential erosion of mental privacy or even more challenging
concerns such as the implications for free will and
human agency, highlight the possibility that existing policy frameworks may be insufficient to adequately protect people from harm. Furthermore,
as neurotechnologies mature and become more
commonplace, new applications unimaginable to-
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CONCLUSION

A

s BCIs evolve and are more commercially
available across numerous sectors, it is
paramount to understand the unique risks
such technologies pose. It is just as important to
understand how these technologies work and
what data is necessary for them to function. Privacy and data governance risks can be minimized
through broad adoption of both technical and
policy recommendations that can make BCI data
less identifiable, less potentially harmful, and more
secure. Because the field of neurotechnology is
especially future-facing, developers, researchers,
and policymakers will have to create best practices
and policies that consider existing risks and strategically prioritize future risks in ways that balance
the need for proactive solutions while mitigating
misinformation and hype; deciding which of the
technical, social, or policy issues outlined in this
report to prioritize first remains an open but vitally
important area for discussion and concrete action.
BCIs will also likely augment and be combined

with many existing technologies that are currently on the market. This means that new technical
and ethical issues are likely to arise and existing
issues could be compounded with one another. In
the near future, BCI providers, neuroscience and
neuroethics experts, policymakers, and societal
stakeholders will need to come together to consider what constitutes high-risk use in the field and
make informed decisions around whether certain
BCI applications should be prohibited, a position
around which more robust and critical discussion is
needed. Finally and perhaps more fundamentally,
it is also possible that the future of privacy itself
and our notions of what it means to have or obtain
privacy at basic human or societal levels could be
challenged in ways that we cannot currently comprehend or anticipate. We hope this report and our
ongoing work helps support the technical, legal,
and policy developments that will be required to
ensure the advances in this sector are implemented in ways that benefit society.
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